


Gontents
I The Bell family

2 What's Tri$ doin$?

3 Tom built a go-kart

4 Tom's flying to New York

5 We're going to London

6 Jenny writes neatly

Revision I
7 Who's the fastest?

I The most interesting planet

I A lot of food

1O Trig was playing football when

11 You should work hatdet

Revision 2

3"2 I've just finished it

3-3 Have you been to China?

34 Who took the bottom one?

35 I've had it for five months

t6 Will I be dch?

Revision 3

Present simple

Present continuous; Present continuous or present simple?

Past simple

Present continuous for future plans; a/an and the

the; to + base iorm for purpose

Adverbs of manner

Comparison of adjectives

Comparison of adjectives with more and most;
Irre$ular comparisons

Expressing quantity

Past continuous; Past continuous and past simple

should for obligation and advice

Present perfect simple, just, already, yet

Present perfect simple; would like

ones(s) for substitution; who and what as subjects

Present perlect with for and since; Present perlect
or past simple?

Future with will; may/might ior possibility
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17 Let's go swimming

18 The boy who broke his leg

I.fl Could you swim?

2O Shall I do the shopping?

21 Jenny has to go

Rerision 4

2,ftig is too fat

23 Nobody knows

24 They used to have fun

Ee$ision 5

25 Elon't hurt yourselves!

26 How is chocolate made?

27 ll the weather's nice ...

28 Trig has been packing

fuision ó

Wordlist

Wrb forms

-ing form as subject and object, go + -ing form

Relative pronouns

could and be able to ior ability

shall and could for offers and suggestions

have to

Prepositions ol place and movement, too and enou$h

somethin$, nobody, etc.; Verbs of sensation + adjective

used to

Reflexive and emphatic pronouns

The passive

Zero and type 1 conditionals

Present perfect continuous
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